It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection Framework (Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus
on ‘whether leaders and those responsible for governors all understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that enhances the effectiveness of the
school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can articulate their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum
(IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate the outcomes which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the same three headings which should make your plans easily
transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA)
they offer. This means that you should use the Primary PE and sport premium to:
Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will
help you to review your provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an effective way of meeting the reporting
requirements of the Primary PE and sport premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of
the summer term or by 31st July 2021 at the latest.
** In the case of any under-spend from 2019/20 which has been carried over this must be used and published by 31st March 2021.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website throughout the year. This evidences your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are using
the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must be posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the 31st July 2021.
To see an example of how to complete the table please click HERE.

Staynor Hall Community Primary Academy
Provision for PE at Staynor Hall Community Primary Academy is high quality and a key drive for school improvement. As a relatively new school, our provision is rapidly evolving and improving. We have, and
continue to further develop, an innovative, varied PE curriculum. We couple this with a growing range of extra-curricular opportunities which combine to have a positive influence on the concentration, attitude
and academic achievement of all our children. We want to provide opportunities for our pupils to become physically literate and confident in a way which supports their health and fitness as they move towards
making their own choices as young adults. In addition we aim to provide opportunities for children to compete in sport and other activities in order to build character and help to embed values such as team
work, fairness and respect.

We employ a Sports Coach who delivers PE lessons to all of our children throughout the week. He also works alongside our teaching team to coach and develop them as PE teachers. Our EYFS children also
access high quality outdoor provision throughout the week to promote their physical development, focussing on both gross and fine motor skills
We are developing partnerships with a range of external providers within the local community to ensure we can target and make provision for the whole school in a range of extra-curricular activities. To further
enhance opportunities for our children, we enter as many competitions as possible, allowing as many children as possible to apply their skills in a competitive context. We invest in the Selby School Sport
Partnership Network, who work to facilitate a lot of these competitions but we also instigate fixtures and events with other local schools and we have now entered the ESFA football leagues and competitions.
In addition to our sports coach, we have a passionate subject leader who is always seeking new opportunities for our pupils and a Senior Leadership Team who are passionate about the importance of an active
lifestyle. With the funding available from the government, Staynor Hall Community Primary Academy sees this as an opportunity to build upon and create a legacy for ALL of its pupils. We plan on spending the
money in a way which benefits all pupils and staff, not just now, but also in the future. We want to create the capacity to offer a sustainable programme of high quality physical education.
Over the last four years, the government has provided additional funding of £150 million per annum to improve provision of Physical Education (PE) and Sport in primary schools. During 2017/18, the funding
has been doubled nationally, which means as a school, Staynor Hall Community Primary Academy is receiving £17,760 for this academic year. This funding is ring-fenced and therefore can only be spent on the
provision of PE and sport in schools. As a school, we must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of PE and sport that we offer.
The funding has been provided to ensure impact against the following OBJECTIVE: To achieve self-sustaining improvement in the quality of PE and sport in primary schools. It is important to emphasise that the
focus of spending must lead to long lasting impact against the vision (above) that will live on well beyond the Primary PE and Sport Premium funding

Please note: Although there has been considerable disruption in 2020 it is important that you publish details on your website of how you spend the funding - this is a legal
requirement.
N.B. In this section you should refer to any adjustments you might have made due to Covid-19 and how these will influence further improvement.

Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Staynor Hall Community Primary Academy offers two PE lessons, from a broad and
varied curriculum, to ALL pupils from EYFS to Year 6 each week.

Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
Develope outdoor learning areas

Increase physical activity options for children during play and lunch times. This
includes new playground markings for the new Nursery area and for the main
This year we received the Gold School Games Mark for our commitment to PE last year.
playground
Staynor Hall Community Primary Academy pupils represent the school in a number of Reintroducing level 2 events back into school as and when guidance will allow us
level 2 competitions and events.
The reintroduction of after school clubs delivered by both staff members and external
agencies.
Over the last couple of years Staynor Hall has represented Selby District in the
Quadkids Level 3 North Yorkshire Games Finals. Last year we represented Selby District
To continue to access a wider range of opportunities to all children in the school
in the year 3/4 Quicksticks Hockey North Yorkshire Finals and also had two qualifiers
through PESSPA and continue to raise the profile of our PESSPA programme through
for the Level 3 Cross Country competition.
school
Staynor Hall continued to offer children PE and PA during lockdown. Weekly PE and PA
lessons were sent out. We also delivered two virtual sports weeks to all children in the
school to keep them active during lockdown. The virtual sports weeks also had cross
curriculum links

Did you carry forward an underspend from 2019-20 academic year into the current academic year?
YES/NO * Delete as applicable
If YES you must complete the following section
If NO, the following section is not applicable to you

If any funding from the academic year 2019/20 has been carried over you MUST complete the following section. Any carried over funding MUST be spent by
31 March 2021.
Academic Year: September 2020 Total fund carried over:
Date Updated: 23/7/21
9946.04
£
to March 2021
What Key indicator(s) are you going to focus on?

Total Carry Over Funding:
£9946.04

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
on how you want to impact your
pupils.

PE lead to identify CPD opportunities
for staff to be upskilled and trained in
to help improve their confidence,
knowledge and understanding from
external sources

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Carry over funding
allocated:

The PE lead to do research on
£1625
what activities staff would like to
be upskilled in and source best
practices from other schools and
contacts.

Impact
Evidence of impact: How can
you measure the impact on
your pupils; you may have
focussed on the difference
that PE, SS & PA have made
to pupils' re-engagement
with school. What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps and how does this
link with the key indicators on
which you are focussing this
academic year?:

Cross Curriculum Orienteering
came in and delivered a staff CPD
after school session. They also
mapped the school and provided
resources such as lesson plans
and schemes of work.
‘Orienteering allowed me to develop
new skills as this is something I
hadn't done before but also opened
up endless opportunities for the
whole curriculum. It was great to see
how communication, patience and
problem solving were the key skills
used, skills that are transferable to
all areas of physical education.’ Mrs
Hunter, Year 2 Class Teacher

The PE lead will do a follow up
staff meeting to receive feedback
on how the delivery has been
going and if any additional
support is needed.

School staff to help raise profile of PE The PE lead and SLT to
£1266.95
and School Sport in school
identify how staff can help
raise the profile of PE and set
good examples and be role
models for the children.
Research school staff PE kit.
PE kit to be worn by teachers
when delivering PE or
supporting children at a
competition or event.
Ensure children have access to relevant During the course of the year the £3338.14
PE coach will conduct an audit of
and high quality equipment for all
the sports equipment that the
aspects of the PE curriculum
school uses for PE lessons and
events/competitions
PE coach/lead will identify which
sports equipment needs
purchasing in order to offer the
children a varied and broad PE
curriculum and create a prioritised
list. The PE coach/lead will then
liaise with the SLT team to begin
purchasing the equipment.

All school staff have been
allocated a piece of sports
clothing to support delivery of
PE and when accompanying
children to events and
competitions

The PE lead to follow up and
make sure staff are only wearing
PE clothing during times of
delivery and when supporting an
event. Any new staff starting in
September will be allocated a
new PE kit.

The school now has access to a The PE coach/lead will continue to
variety of equipment which allows monitor and update the PE
us to deliver a broad PE
itinerary and begin to identify
curriculum. This equipment is
what equipment needs to be
completely relevant to the PE
session that is being conducted purchased or replaced for the
forthcoming academic year
and will help improve the
children's skills within that chosen
unit of learning.
A speaker system has been
purchased and used for various
reasons such as complimenting
delivery in PE lessons, music
played during break and
lunchtimes to keep children active
and also for families and children
arriving at school in the morning.
‘I just wanted to say how lovely it is
to come into school on a morning
with music playing. It definitely
lightens the mood, and it’s always
lovely to spread some Christmas joy
in these challenging times’ - Mrs
Lund, Parent
An ‘Alternative Activities’ topic has
been delivered this year where
children try different activities

Increase physical activity of children in
KS1, EYFS and Nursery when choosing
during lesson time and when it is play
and break times.

The PE lead, SLT and EYFS to
£1507.91
identify different equipment to be
purchased to help and try to
increase children's physical
activity levels.

that have not been delivered
before. The Kurling, Archery and
Boccia sets have been used for
this.
Balance bikes, scooters, walkers
helmets and bikes have been
purchased for the children.
Children have increased
confidence with riding bikes and
scooters and have an improved
knowledge of safety when riding.

£3172.93 (£2208.04) of this Outdoor learning equipment such
was used from the 2019/20 as den building, balancing scales ,
underspend. £964.89 was
sand pits have been purchased for
used from the 2020/20 PE and the children. This equipment helps
Sports Premium)
with improving children's fine and
gross motor skills.

Audit will be conducted to see if
any more will need to be
purchased. Pupil voice will be
recorded to see the impact of the
bikes and scooters and outdoor
learning equipment.

Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety
N.B Complete this section to your best ability. For example you might have practised safe self-rescue techniques on
dry land.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at
least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving primary school
at the end of the summer term 2020.

Unable to attend swimming this year
due to COVID.

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl, backstroke Unable to attend swimming this year
and breaststroke]?
due to COVID.

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations?

Unable to attend swimming this year
due to COVID.

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and sport premium to provide additional provision for swimming but this
must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this way?

No

Academic Year: 2020/21

Total fund allocated: £17,760.00

Date Updated: 23/7/21

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officers guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
0%
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Children who have been selected as
Sports Leaders will continue to engage
children in positive activities at
lunchtimes and break times throughout
the week.

Implementation
Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Children are continuously upskilled on £0
games and activities by staff members
to ensure the positive activities are
engaging the children who are wanting
to participate. This will be offered to all
children at the school.
Release time for staff to deliver training

Staff to be upskilled to help improve their Staff to access a variety of 30 minute
knowledge of healthy activities such as exercise options such as the golden
Active 30:30, wake up, shake up the daily mile.
mile and therefore meet the criteria set
by the government of every child to
participate in 30 minutes exercise
everyday.

£0

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

As a result of confident and
All year 5 and 6 children will have
knowledgeable delivery from Play
the opportunity to apply, be
Leaders all pupils, irrespective of any interviewed and to be trained for
special needs or disabilities are given the role as a playleader. (Children
the opportunity to participate in
who are leaving year 6 to go to
positive sporting activities. The
high school are to be replaced by
Sports leaders programme was
the new year 5/6 children)
affected by COVID this year and will
be rolled out again next year.
All children from KS1 and KS2 have The subject leader will work closely
been participating in the daily mile. A with staff to maintain activities
resource from Yorkshire Sport
that are continuously being logged
Foundation has been used and
and delivered to the children.
children have been traveling around
the globe on their daily mile journey
learning about facts from different
countries. ‘I really enjoy doing the daily
mile. It wakes me up in the morning and

I feel more energised and ready to learn’
Elliot, Year 6
Increase physical activity of children in
The PE lead, SLT and EYFS to identify
different equipment to be purchased to
KS1, EYFS and Nursery when choosing
during lesson time and when it is play and help and try to increase children's
physical activity levels.
break times.

£1507.91 As
above in the
2019/20
underspend

Balance bikes, scooters, walkers
helmets and bikes have been
purchased for the children. Children
have increased confidence with
riding bikes and scooters and have
an improved knowledge of safety
when riding. These are used on a
daily basis.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement

Audit will be conducted to see if
any more will need to be
purchased. Pupil voice will be
recorded to see the impact of the
bikes and scooters

Percentage of total allocation:
% £1208.27

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Throughout the academic year staff will PE coach to monitor the social media £681.65
be updating the school community by
outlets such as twitter and maintain
using different social media tools such as they are constantly being updated.
the school website, bloomz and twitter.
Funded release of staff so they can
attend and support events. Staff will
take an ipad to capture photos and
evidence of the children when they are
attending sporting events or
tournaments.
Staff will then follow up by leading
feedback in whole school assemblies

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Four ipads and protective cases have PE coach and staff members will
been purchased (for different key
continue to take evidence of
stages) so evidence of PESSPA can children attending
be captured and shared with parents events/tournaments and showing
and the community on various social good practice in PE and sport. This
media outlets. The school website evidence will then be uploaded to
and social media outlets are updated social media outlets so the school
when new sporting events or
community can view it.
tournaments have been attended by
the children. We have created are
our own hashtag on twitter
#staynorPE - check it out. This
showcases everything PESSPA that
we have been doing.

This year we have continued our
#healthyselfie campaign on twitter.
This was to help identify what
families did in their own time during
the holidays. This can help identify
what activities are available in the
community and help raise the
awareness of this. We first rolled this
out in February 2019 half term and
had 100 tweets from families
showcasing what they were up to

£108.70

This year we participated in the
Brownlee Brothers Foundation Medal
Challenge. Children had to think of
their own active challenge such as
joining a new sports club in the
community or learn to do a new
activity e.g a handstand. Once
children had done their challenge

they had to send in a #healthyselfie
and they would then receive a medal.
Overall over 100 children completed
a challenge and were given a medal.

The PE lead will identify different ways of The PE lead to do research on different £417.92
tracking and monitoring children's
ways children's physical activity can be
physical activity during their time at
tracked and monitored during their
school.
school day.
As a school we can look at how we can
increase children's activity throughout
the school day through various means
such as lessons, after school clubs etc

The school purchased Moki bands
for every child in KS2 last year .
Children wear their Moki bands all
the time they are in school. The
bands measure children’s step
counts and more vigorous physical
activity. Children will wear the same
band they received this year until
they leave school in year six. This
year we purchased additional bands
for the children as bands have
broken or are lost. Additional

The PE lead and school staff will
continuously monitor children's
physical activity through the Moki
bands. New ways of keeping
children active or increasing
children's activity will be identified
and implemented into the school
timetable.

batteries were purchased to ensure
bands were used constantly.
School staff to help raise profile of PE The PE lead and SLT to identify how
and School Sport in school
staff can help raise the profile of PE
and set good examples and be role
models for the children. Research
school staff PE kit. PE kit to be
worn by teachers when delivering
PE or supporting children at a
competition or event.

£1266.95 as
mentioned above in
the underspend
section.

All school staff have been allocated
a piece of sports clothing to
support delivery of PE and when
accompanying children to events
and competitions

The PE lead to follow up and make
sure staff are only wearing PE
clothing during times of delivery
and when supporting an event.
Any new staff starting in
September will be allocated a PE
kit.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
% £668.75

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

A PE specialist has recently been
The PE lead at the school will meet
£420
employed by the academy trust to liaise with the academy trust PE specialist or
with the PE lead at the school and support a regular basis to discuss and outline
all the teaching staff to help improve their the main needs of PE for the school
confidence, knowledge and skills when
delivering a PE lesson.

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

The PE lead and Ebor Trust Specialist The PE lead will continue to meet
met 3 times throughout the year. The with the academy trust PE
main discussion points were based on specialist on a regular basis and
how the PE premium is being spent by discuss how to improve certain
the school, the importance of
areas of PE provision within the
upskilling staff and creating a PE
school
assessment criteria.
Virtual Sessions were arranged when
schools went into lockdown. Full day
meetings were cancelled.

PE lead to identify CPD opportunities for
staff to be upskilled and trained in to help
improve their confidence, knowledge and
understanding from external sources

The PE lead to do research on what
activities staff would like to be
upskilled in and source best practices
from other schools and contacts.

£1625
As above in the
2019/20
underspend

Cross Curriculum Orienteering came The PE lead will do a follow up
in and delivered a staff CPD after
staff meeting to receive feedback
school session. They also mapped the on how the delivery has been
school and provided resources such as going and if any additional
lesson plans and schemes of work.
support is needed.

Increase confidence, knowledge and skills The PE lead and Sports Coach to
of all staff in teaching PE and Sports by identify CPD opportunities and to
providing CPD opportunities delivered by upskills staff
external agencies.

£248.75 - PE
The Sports Coach has begun the Level The PE lead and Sports Coach will
specialism course 5 PE Specialism Course. This course is continue to meet and discuss
accredited and delivered by AfPE
further CPD opportunities for staff
(Association of Physical Education)
which is the governing body for PE.
1 staff member has undertaken the
LTA (Lawn Tennis Association) Online
CPD course.
3 staff members have undertaken the
‘Preparation for PE Award’ delivered by
Beyond the Physical. This is an online
accredited course. ‘This course really
helped improve my knowledge of all
things PE. This has helped me gain
confidence when delivering PE lessons to
my class.’ Miss Stewart, Year 6 Class
Teacher
10 staff members attended the
Orienteering training delivered
externally by Cross Curriculum
Orientering

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Percentage of total allocation:
% £1409.89
Impact

Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Ensure children have access to relevant During the course of the year the PE
and high quality equipment for all aspects coach will conduct an audit of the
sports equipment that the school uses
of the PE curriculum
for PE lessons and
events/competitions
PE coach/lead will identify which
sports equipment needs purchasing in
order to offer the children a varied and
broad PE curriculum and create a
prioritised list. The PE coach/lead will
then liaise with the SLT team to begin
purchasing the equipment.

Increase the range of activities on offer to The PE lead, SLT and EYFS to identify
children in KS1, EYFS and Nursery during different equipment to be purchased
lesson time and when it is play and break to help and try to increase children's
physical activity levels.
times.

£3338.14 As
above in the
2019/20
underspend

The school now has access to a variety The PE coach/lead will continue to
of equipment which allows us to
monitor and update the PE
deliver a broad PE curriculum. This
itinerary and begin to identify
equipment is completely relevant to
what equipment needs to be
the PE session that is being conducted
and will help improve the children's purchased or replaced for the
forthcoming academic year
skills within that chosen unit of
learning.

A speaker system has been purchased
and used for various reasons such as
complimenting delivery in PE lessons,
music played during break and
lunchtimes to keep children active and
also for families and children arriving
at school in the morning. ‘I just wanted
to say how lovely it is to come into school
on a morning with music playing. It
definitely lightens the mood, and it’s
always lovely to spread some Christmas
joy in these challenging times’ - Mrs Lund,
Parent
An ‘Alternative Activities’ topic has
been delivered this year where
children try different activities that
have not been delivered before. The
Kurling, Archery and Boccia sets have
been used for this.
£3172.93
Outdoor learning equipment such as
(£2208.04) of this den building, balancing scales , sand
was used from the pits have been purchased for the
2019/20
children. This equipment helps with
underspend.
improving children's fine and gross
£964.89 was used motor skills.
from the 2020/21
PE and Sports
Premium)

Audit will be conducted to see if
any more will need to be
purchased. Pupil voice will be
recorded to see the impact of the
outdoor learning equipment.

Provide children with experiences outside SLT and PE lead to discuss and
£445
research places children can visit to do
of school to
some physical activity or physical
active learning.

Year 6 visited a rock factory where
PE lead and SLT to continue to
active learning took place. They also research other places, areas or
had some physical activities in the
one off events to visit next year.
afternoon based around beach games.

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Percentage of total allocation:
0%

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

During the academic year the PE coach
and class teacher will deliver PE lessons
that allow all children in KS1 and KS2 to
compete in level 1 competitions (intra
school)

PE coach and class teacher to liaise
with each other and ensure that
competitive matches/games are
involved within some PE lessons.

£0

100% of children in KS1 and KS2 have For next year the PE Coach and
had the opportunity to compete in
class teacher will continue to
intra school competitions in a variety involve competitive
of sports such as football,(in line with
matches/games within their PE
the European Championships) and
lessons so that all children across
cross country. These intra school
KS1 and KS2 have the opportunity
competitions will help improve the
skills and knowledge of the children in to compete in a level 1 event.
those specific sports.

During the academic year children across
KS1 and KS2 may have the opportunity to
compete against other schools within the
competitions calendar. (Level 2
competitions)

The PE coach, PE lead and SLT team
will identify events and competitions
in which we can target and try and
engage our children in

£0

All events and competitions were
suspended this year due to
COVID-19 restrictions.

Carryover Spend: £14,473.09
Signed off by Donna Bedford
Head Teacher:

The PE Coach, PE lead and SLT will try
and select a variety of events to try
and ensure all children across the
school can have the opportunity to
potentially be engaged in.

It is essential that the school
remains in the Selby Calendar
competitions cluster. This will
ensure that the school has access
to many level 2 events for the
children to be engaged and
compete in.

Date:

27.07.2021

Subject Leader: Steven Jeff
Date:

23/7/21

Governor:

John Tweedlie
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